Celia White is an award-winning poet and
fiction writer living in Buffalo, New York. Widely
published in local and international journals,
she is particularly known for her incantatory, musical reading of her work. In 1995,
Celia received the Just Buffalo Literary Center
Writer in Residency Award, and in 1998 was the
University of Buffalo recipient of the Academy
of American Poets Prize. In 2006 she was twice
voted Buffalo’s best poet, by Artvoice and
Buffalo Spree. A librarian and teacher of writing, she is the co-founder of Urban Epiphany,
Western New York’s largest poetry event, a
marathon reading where every poet in the
region is invited to read.
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poems by Celia White

In the poems gathered in Letter Celia White continues to amaze and
delight for the clarity and precision of her language and her vivid
expression of genuine emotions.
Jorge Guitart
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Letter

This poet is present --- “my simmering heart always within earshot.”
This poet is knowing and generous with her knowledge --- “by the
time the ocean reaches the shore/she is on her knees.” This poet is
honest about what it means to honor the truth of experience --- “the
hook of body into body/as it becomes lure, loop, love.” Celia White is
our poet, a Buffalo poet within this intimate landscape, her language
– synapse firing spectacular imagery, mouth sucking words –-- each
poem, “a body full of blood.”
jimmie margaret gilliam

Dear head, dear skull, dear cup in the mist.
By now you are here. You have lost
the loosened envelope, discarded it
like shell or husk or shirt.
Dear drinker, dear last star, dear April moon.
I never use up the simplest parts of my self.
Purity is an arrow and a vow. There is no poet
without god or blood. Use this.
Dear broken-hearted
truebybeliever,
breath,
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dear Jerusalem.
I had a week of pure paranoia, the sense
of some sensation scarred. Days of tiny propositions
and much pleasure. Week of words,
their littlest workings.
Dear rose in winter, dear word turned name, dear sun, ship
wrecked as a lover or an artifact.
I want another town.
An afternoon of sound and lying down.
What is the difference between
flirtation and prediction,
between prophecy and confession.
I want to know the world is still going around.
Dear man on the street at midnight, coatless,
arms full of flowers. Dear bone on a string.
Dear secret mouth, speaking.
If you were here I would be drunk and supreme
if you were here I would be naked and afraid
if you were here I would not sing out loud
		
I would never stop sweating
if you were here each eye would be x-ray
there would be no end of rosin and sawdust.
Dear poet, dear ear, dear axis of voices.
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